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Superlative adjectives discuss and agree 
Choose topics from below and try to agree with your partner. If they disagree, try to 
change their mind, or think of something else that you can both agree on. If they still 
disagree, move on to another topic. Write down anything that you agree on to share with 
other groups after you finish.  

Useful phrases for discussing superlative sentences 
“I think… is the…” 
“I agree”/ “I think so too”/ “Me too” – “Really? I think…” 

⚫ the most annoying action/ the most irritating action 
⚫ the worst housework/ the most boring housework 
⚫ the worst weather 
⚫ the most beautiful mountain 
⚫ the most boring school subject 
⚫ the cheapest supermarket 
⚫ the coolest hairstyle 
⚫ the coolest musical instrument 
⚫ the coolest sport 
⚫ the coolest transport 
⚫ the cutest animal 
⚫ the most difficult musical instrument 
⚫ the most disgusting animal 
⚫ the most disgusting food 
⚫ the easiest food to cook 
⚫ the easiest musical instrument 
⚫ the most fun toy 
⚫ the best country for a holiday 
⚫ the best family size 
⚫ the best job 
⚫ the best month 
⚫ the best place near here 
⚫ the best season 
⚫ the best shop 
⚫ the best winter activity 
⚫ the hardest exercise 
⚫ the healthiest breakfast 
⚫ the healthiest food 
⚫ the most important furniture 
⚫ the most important thing in this room 
⚫ the laziest pet 
⚫ the most relaxing transport 
⚫ the scariest animal 
⚫ the most stressful job 
⚫ the tastiest vegetable/ most delicious vegetable 
⚫ the tastiest vending machine drink 
⚫ the trendiest haircut/ most fashionable hairstyle 
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Share some things you agreed on with another group or the whole class and see if they 
agree.  
 
Ask about any which you didn’t understand, found it difficult to discuss, etc, discussing as 
a class each time.  
 
Without looking above, write the correct superlative form of each adjective below (including 
“the”). 
 

annoying/ irritating 
bad 

beautiful 
boring 
cheap 
cool 
cute 

difficult 
disgusting 

easy 
fun toy 
good 
hard 

healthy 
important 

lazy 
relaxing 
scary 

stressful 
tasty 

trendy 
 
Compare with above. 
 
Use those examples to make rules for when to add “most” and when to add “-est”. 
 
the most +  
 
                                    +est 
 
      +iest 
 
Check as a class. 
 
Change groups. Try to agree on other sentences with superlatives, this time without any 
help (so not looking above). 


